Abstract nouns represent an idea or quality.
Example: Lou’s confidence helped him win the race.

Underline the abstract noun(s) in each sentence.

1) Kayla’s love for her mom is beyond words.
2) Ursula has a dream to own a store.
3) The teacher’s cheerfulness made the children happy.
4) Billy shows generosity to people in need.
5) People around the world deserve freedom.
6) Layla’s success at the show brought her fame.
7) Walter was impressed with the quality of the table.
8) Ashley’s birthday party was full of fun.
9) Mike’s stubbed toe caused him a lot of pain.
10) Graham showed bravery when he saved the little cat.
Underline the abstract noun(s) in each sentence.

1) Kayla's **love** for her mom is beyond words.

2) Ursula has a **dream** to own a store.

3) The teacher's **cheerfulness** made the children happy.

4) Billy shows **generosity** to people in **need**.

5) People around the world deserve **freedom**.

6) Layla's **success** at the show brought her **fame**.

7) Walter was impressed with the **quality** of the table.

8) Ashley's birthday party was full of **fun**.

9) Mike's stubbed toe caused him a lot of **pain**.

10) Graham showed **bravery** when he saved the little cat.